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Figure 1: We introduce the task of dense captioning in RGB-D scans with a model that can densely localize objects in a 3D

scene and describe them using natural language in a single forward pass.

Abstract

We introduce the task of dense captioning in 3D scans

from commodity RGB-D sensors. As input, we assume a

point cloud of a 3D scene; the expected output is the bound-

ing boxes along with the descriptions for the underlying

objects. To address the 3D object detection and descrip-

tion problems, we propose Scan2Cap, an end-to-end trained

method, to detect objects in the input scene and describe

them in natural language. We use an attention mechanism

that generates descriptive tokens while referring to the re-

lated components in the local context. To reflect object re-

lations (i.e. relative spatial relations) in the generated cap-

tions, we use a message passing graph module to facilitate

learning object relation features. Our method can effec-

tively localize and describe 3D objects in scenes from the

ScanRefer dataset, outperforming 2D baseline methods by a

significant margin (27.61% CiDEr@0.5IoU improvement).

1. Introduction

The intersection of visual scene understanding [45, 20]

and natural language processing [49, 13] is a rich and ac-

tive area of research. Specifically, there has been a lot of

work on image captioning [51, 27, 52, 33, 2] and the re-

lated task of dense captioning [27, 26, 53, 56, 28, 31]. In

dense captioning, individual objects are localized in an im-

age and each object is described using natural language. So

far, dense captioning work has operated purely on 2D visual

data, most commonly single-view images that are limited by

the field of view. Images are inherently viewpoint specific

and scale agnostic, and fail to capture the physical extent

of 3D objects (i.e. the actual size of the objects) and their

locations in the environment.

In this work, we introduce the new task of dense caption-

ing in 3D scenes. We aim to jointly localize and describe

each object in a 3D scene. We show that leveraging the 3D

information of an object such as actual object size or object

location results in more accurate descriptions.

Apart from the 2D constraints in images, even seminal

work on dense captioning suffers from aperture issues [56].

Object relations are often neglected while describing scene

objects, which makes the task more challenging. We ad-

dress this problem with a graph-based attentive captioning

architecture that jointly learns object features and object re-

lation features on the instance level, and generates descrip-

tive tokens. Specifically, our proposed method (referred to

as Scan2Cap) consists of two critical components: 1) Re-

lational Graph facilitates learning the object features and

object relation features using a message passing neural net-

work; 2) Context-aware Attention Captioning generates the

descriptive tokens while attending to the object and object

relation features. In summary, our contribution is fourfold:

• We introduce the 3D dense captioning task to densely
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detect and describe 3D objects in RGB-D scans.

• We propose a novel message passing graph module

that facilitates learning of the 3D object features and

3D object relation features.

• We propose an end-to-end trained method that can take

3D object features and 3D object relation features into

account when describing the 3D object in a single for-

ward pass.

• We show that our method outperforms 2D-3D back-

projected results of 2D captioning baselines by a sig-

nificant margin (27.61%).

2. Related work

2.1. 3D Object Detection

There are many methods for 3D object detection on

3D RGB-D datasets [48, 24, 12, 5]. Methods utiliz-

ing 3D volumetric grids have achieved impressive perfor-

mance [21, 22, 30, 36, 15]. At the same time, methods oper-

ating on point clouds serve as an alternative and also achieve

impressive results. For instance, Qi et al. [41] use a Hough

voting scheme to aggregate points and generate object pro-

posals while using a PointNet++ [43] backbone. Follow-

ing this work, Qi et al. [42] recently proposed a pipeline to

jointly perform voting in both point clouds and associated

images. Our method builds on these works as we utilize the

same backbone for processing the input geometry; however,

we back-project multi-view image features to point clouds

to leverage the original RGB input, since appearance is crit-

ical for accurately describing the target objects in the scene.

2.2. Image Captioning

Image captioning has attracted a great deal of inter-

est [51, 52, 14, 27, 33, 2, 25, 46]. Attention based cap-

tioning over grid regions [52, 33] and over detected ob-

jects [2, 34] allows focusing on specific image regions while

captioning. One recent trend is the attempt to capture rela-

tionships between objects using attention and graph neural

networks [16, 55, 54] or transformers [10]. We build on

these ideas to propose a 3D captioning network with graphs

that capture object relations in 3D.

The dense captioning task introduced by Johnson et al.

[26] is closely related to our task. This task is a variant

of image captioning where captions are generated for all

detected objects. While achieving impressive results, this

method does not consider the context outside of the salient

image regions. To tackle this issue, Yang et al. [53] include

the global image feature as context to the captioning input.

Kim et al. [28] explicitly model the relations between de-

tected regions in the image. Due to the limited view of a

single image, prior work on 2D images could not capture

the large context available in 3D environments. In contrast,

we focus on decomposing the input 3D scene and capturing

the appearance and spatial information of the objects in the

3D environment.

2.3. 3D Vision and Language

While the joint field of vision and language has received

much attention in the image domain, in tasks such as im-

age captioning [51, 52, 14, 27, 33, 2, 25, 46], dense cap-

tioning [26, 53, 28], text-to-image generation [44, 47, 18],

visual grounding [23, 35, 57], vision and language in 3D is

still not well-explored. Chen et al. [8] introduces a dataset

which consists of descriptions for ShapeNet [6] objects, en-

abling text-to-shape generation and shape captioning. On

the scene level, Chen et al. [7] propose a dataset for localiz-

ing object in ScanNet [12] scenes using natural language

expressions. Concurrently, Achlioptas et al. [1] propose

another dataset for distinguishing fine-grained objects in

ScanNet scenes using natural language queries. This work

enables research on connecting natural language to 3D en-

vironments, and inspires our work to densely localize and

describe 3D objects with respect to the scene context.

3. Task

We introduce the task of dense captioning in 3D scenes.

The input for this task is a point cloud of a scene, consist-

ing of the object geometries as well as several additional

point features such as RGB values and normal vectors. The

expected output is the object bounding boxes for the under-

lying instances in the scene and their corresponding natural

language descriptions.

4. Method

We propose an end-to-end architecture on the input

point clouds to address the 3D dense description genera-

tion task. Our architecture consists of the following main

components: 1) detection backbone; 2) relational graph; 3)

context-aware attention captioning. As Fig. 2 shows, our

network takes a point cloud as input, and generates a set

of 3D object proposals using the detection module. A re-

lational graph module then enhances object features using

contextual cues and provides object relation features. Fi-

nally, a context-aware attention module generates descrip-

tions from the enhanced object and relation features.

4.1. Data Representation

As input to the detection module, we assume a point

cloud P of a scan from ScanNet consisting of the geom-

etry coordinates and additional point features capturing the

visual appearance and the height from the ground. To obtain

the extended visual point features, we follow Chen et al. [7]

and adapt the feature projection scheme of Dai and Nießner

[11] to back-project multi-view image features to the point
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Figure 2: Scan2Cap takes as input a point cloud to generate the cluster features C for the proposal module, using a backbone

following PointNet++ [43] and a voting module similar to Qi et al. [41]. The proposal module predicts the object proposals

Dbbox as well as the objectness masks Dobjn, which are later used for filtering the cluster features as the valid features C
′

. A

graph is then constructed using the object proposals and the valid cluster features. The relational graph module takes in the

graph and outputs the enhanced object features V and the relation features C
′

. As the last step, the context-aware attention

captioning module, inspired by Anderson et al. [2], generates descriptive tokens for each object proposal using the enhanced

features and the relation features.

cloud as additional features. The image features are ex-

tracted using a pre-trained ENet [38]. Following Qi et al.

[41], we also append the height of the point from the ground

to the new point features. As a result, we represent the fi-

nal point cloud data as P = {(pi, fi)} ∈ RNP×135, where

pi ∈ R3, i = 1, ..., NP are the coordinates and fi ∈ R132

are the additional features.

4.2. Detection Backbone

As the first step in our network, we detect all probable

objects in the given point cloud with the back-projected

multi-view image features discussed in 4.1. To construct

our detection module, we adapt the PointNet++ [43] back-

bone and the voting module in VoteNet [41] to aggregate

all object candidates to individual clusters. The output from

the voting module is a set of point clusters C ∈ RM×128

representing all object proposals with enriched point fea-

tures, where M is the upper bound of the number of pro-

posals. Next, the proposal module takes in the point clus-

ters to predict the objectness mask Dobjn ∈ RM×1 and the

axis-aligned bounding boxes Dbbox ∈ RM×(6+18) for all

M proposals, where each Di
bbox = (cx, cy, cz, rx, ry, rz, l)

consists of the box center c, the box lengths r and a vector

l ∈ R18 representing the semantic predictions.

4.3. Relational Graph

Describing the object in the scene often involves its ap-

pearance and spatial location with respect to nearby objects.

Therefore, we propose a relational graph module equipped

with a message passing network to enhance the object fea-

tures and extract the object relation features. We create

a graph G = (V, E) where we treat the object proposals

as nodes in the graph and relationship between objects as

(a) Relational graph module.

(b) Context-aware attention captioning module.

Figure 3: (a) Context enhancement module takes in the

scene graph G = (V, E) and produces the enhanced ob-

ject features Vτ and object relation features Eτ+1; (b) At

time step t, the context-aware captioning module takes in

the enhanced features vτk of the target object and generates

the next token yt with the help of attention mechanism on

the attention context features Vr.

edges. For the edges, we consider only the nearest K ob-

jects surrounding each object. We use standard neural mes-

sage passing [17] where the message passing at graph step

τ is defined as follows:

V → E : gτ+1
i,j = fτ ([gτi , g

τ
j − gτi ]) (1)
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where gτi ∈ R128 and gτj ∈ R128 are the features of nodes

i and j at graph step τ . gτ+1
i,j ∈ R128 denotes the message

between nodes i and j at the next graph step τ+1. [·, ·] con-

catenates two vectors. fτ (·) is a learnable non-linear func-

tion, which is in practice set as an MLP. The aggregated

node features from messages after every message passing

step is defined as E → V : gτ+1
i =

∑K

k=1 g
τ
i,k. We take the

node features Vτ in the last graph step τ as the output en-

hanced object features. We append an additional message

passing layer after the last graph step and use the learned

message Eτ+1 as the output object relation features. An

MLP is attached to the output message passing layer to pre-

dict the angular deviations between two objects. We illus-

trate the relational graph module in Fig. 3a.

4.4. Contextaware Attention Captioning

Inspired by Anderson et al. [2], we design a context

aware attention captioning module which takes both the en-

hanced object features and object relation features and gen-

erates the caption one token at a time, as shown in Fig. 3b.

Fusion GRU. At time-step t of caption generation, we first

concatenate three vectors as the fused input feature u1
t−1:

GRU hidden state from time-step t − 1 denoted as h2
t−1 ∈

R512, enhanced object feature vτk ∈ R128 of the kth object

and GloVE [40] embedding of the token generated at t− 1
denoted as xt = Weyt−1 ∈ R300. The Fusion GRU handles

the fused input feature u1
t−1 and delivers the hidden state h1

t

to the attention module.

Attention module. Unlike the attention module in An-

derson et al. [2] which only considers object features, we

include both the enhanced object features Vτ = {vτi } ∈
RM×128 as well as the object relation features ek,j ∈ R128.

We add each object relation feature ek,j between the object

k and its neighbor j to the corresponding enhanced object

feature vj of the jth object as the final attention context

feature set Vr = {vr1, ..., v
τ
k , ..., v

r
M}. Intuitively, the at-

tention module will attend to the neighbor objects and their

associated relations with the current object. We define the

intermediate attention distribution αt ∈ RM×128 over the

context features as:

αt = softmax((VrWv + 1hh
1T
t−1Wh)Wa)1a (2)

where Wa ∈ R128×1, Wv ∈ R128×128, Wh ∈ R512×128

are learnable parameters. 1h ∈ RM×1 and 1a ∈ R1×128

are identity matrices. Finally, the attention module outputs

the aggregated context vector v̂t =
∑M

i=1 V
r
i ⊙ αti to rep-

resent the attended object and inter-object relation.

Language GRU. We then concatenate the hidden state h1
t−1

of the Fusion GRU in last time step and the aggregated con-

text vector v̂t, and process them with a MLP as the fused

feature u2
t . The language GRU takes in the fused input u2

t

and delivers the hidden state h2
t to the output MLP to predict

token yt at the current time step t.

4.5. Training Objective

Object detection loss. We use the same detection loss Ldet

as introduced in Qi et al. [41] for object proposals Dbbox and

Dobjn: Ldet = Lvote-reg + 0.5Lobjn-cls + Lbox + 0.1Lsem-cls,

where Lvote-reg, Lobjn-cls, Lbox and Lsem-cls represent the vote

regression loss (defined in Qi et al. [41]), the objectness bi-

nary classification loss, box regression loss and the semantic

classification loss for the 18 ScanNet benchmark classes, re-

spectively. We ignore the bounding box orientations in our

task and simplify Lbox as Lbox = Lcenter-reg + 0.1Lsize-cls +
Lsize-reg, where Lcenter-reg, Lsize-cls and Lsize-reg are used for

regressing the box center, classifying the box size and re-

gressing the box size, respectively. We refer readers to Qi

et al. [41] for more details.

Relative orientation loss. To stabilize the learning process

of the relational graph module, we apply a relative orienta-

tion loss Lad on the message passing network as a proxy

loss. We discretize the output angular deviations ranges

from 0◦ to 180◦ into 6 classes, and use a cross entropy loss

as our classification loss. We construct the ground truth la-

bels using the transformation matrices of the aligned CAD

models in Scan2CAD [3], and mask out objects not pro-

vided in Scan2CAD in the loss function.

Description loss. The main objective loss constrains the de-

scription generation. We apply a conventional cross entropy

loss function Ldes on the generated token probabilities, as in

previous work [52, 51, 27].

Final loss. We combine all three loss terms in a linear man-

ner as our final loss function:

L = αLdet + βLad + γLdes (3)

where α, β and γ are the weights for the individual loss

terms. After fine-tuning on the validation split, we set those

weights to α = 10, β = 1, and γ = 0.1 in our experiments

to ensure the loss terms are roughly of the same magnitude.

4.6. Training and Inference

In our experiments, we randomly select 40,000 points

from ScanNet mesh vertices. During training, we set the

upper bound of the number of object proposals as M =
256. We only use the unmasked predictions corresponding

to the provided objects in Scan2CAD for minimizing the

relative orientation loss, as stated in 4.5. To optimize the

description loss, we select the generated description of the

object proposal with the largest IoU with the ground truth

bounding box. During inference, we apply a non-maximum

suppression module to suppress overlapping proposals.

4.7. Implementation Details

We implement our architecture using PyTorch [39] and

train end-to-end using ADAM [29] with a learning rate of
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1e−3. We train the model for 90, 000 iterations until con-

vergence. To avoid overfitting, we set the weight decay fac-

tor to 1e−5 and apply data augmentation to our training

data. Following ScanRefer [7], the point cloud is rotated

by a random angle in [−5◦, 5◦] about all three axes and ran-

domly translated within 0.5 meters in all directions. Since

the ground alignment in ScanNet is imperfect, the rotation

is around all axes (not just up). We truncate descriptions

longer than 30 tokens and add SOS and EOS tokens to in-

dicate the start and end of the description.

5. Experiments

Dataset. We use the ScanRefer [7] dataset which con-

sists of 51,583 descriptions for 11,046 objects in 800 Scan-

Net [12] scenes. The descriptions contain information about

the appearance of the objects (e.g. “this is a black wooden

chair”), and the spatial relations between the annotated ob-

ject and nearby objects (e.g. “the chair is placed at the end

of the long dining table right before the TV on the wall”).

Train&val splits. Following the official ScanRefer [7]

benchmark split, we divide our data into train/val sets with

36,665 and 9,508 samples respectively, ensuring disjoint

scenes for each split. Results and analysis are conducted on

the val split, as the hidden test set is not officially available.

Metrics. To jointly measure the quality of the gener-

ated description and the detected bounding boxes, we eval-

uate the descriptions by combining standard image cap-

tioning metrics such as CiDEr [50] and BLEU [37], with

Intersection-over-Union (IoU) scores between predicted

bounding boxes and the target bounding boxes. We define

our combined metrics as m@kIoU = 1
N

∑N

i=0 miui, where

ui ∈ {0, 1} is set to 1 if the IoU score for the ith box is

greater than k, otherwise 0. We use m to represent the cap-

tioning metrics CiDEr [50], BLEU-4 [37], METEOR [4]

and ROUGE [32], abbreviated as C, B-4, M, R, respectively.

N is the number of ground truth or detected object bounding

boxes. We use mean average precision (mAP) thresholded

by IoU as the object detection metric.

Skylines with ground truth input. To examine the up-

per limit of our proposed 3D dense captioning task, we use

the ground truth (GT) object bounding boxes for generating

object descriptions using our method and retrieval based ap-

proaches. We compare the performance of captioning in 3D

with existing 2D-based captioning methods. For our 2D-

based baselines, we generate descriptions for the 2D renders

of the reconstructed ScanNet [12] scenes using the recorded

viewpoints in ScanRefer [7].

Oracle2Cap3D We use ground truth 3D object bounding

box features instead of detection backbone predictions to

generate object descriptions. The relational graph and

context-aware attention captioning module learn and gen-

Figure 4: In 2D-3D Proj, we first generate a description

for each detected object in a rendered viewpoint. Then we

back-project the object mask to the 3D space to evaluate the

caption with our proposed caption evaluation metric.

erate corresponding captioning for each object. We use the

same hyper-parameters with the Scan2Cap experiment.

OracleRetr3D We use the ground truth 3D object bounding

box features in the val split to obtain the description for the

most similar object features in the train split.

Oracle2Cap2D We first concatenate the global image and

target object features and feed it to a caption generation

method similar to [51]. In addition to [51], we try a mem-

ory augmented meshed transformer [10]. Surprisingly, the

former performs better (see supplementary for details). We

suspect that this performance gap is due to noisy 2D input

and the size of our dataset, which does not allow for train-

ing complex methods (e.g. transformers) to their maximum

potential. The target object bounding boxes are extracted

using rendered ground truth instance masks and their fea-

tures are extracted using a pre-trained ResNet-101 [19].

OracleRetr2D Similar to OracleRetr3D, use ground truth

2D object bounding box features in the val split to retrieve

the description from the most similar train split object.

Baselines. We design experiments that leverage the de-

tected object information in the input for description gener-

ation. Additionally, we show how existing 2D-based cap-

tioning methods perform in our newly proposed task.

VoteNetRetr [41] Similar to OracleRetr3D, but we use the

features of the 3D bounding boxes detected using a pre-

trained VoteNet [41].

2D-3D Proj We first detect the object bounding boxes in

rendered images using a pre-trained Mask R-CNN [20]

with a ResNet-101 [19] backbone, then feed the 2D object

bounding box features to our description generation mod-

ule similar to Vinyals et al. [51]. We evaluate the generated

captions in 3D by back-projecting the 2D masks to 3D using

inverse camera extrinsics (see Fig. 4).

3D-2D Proj We first detect the object bounding boxes in

scans using a pre-trained VoteNet [41], then project the

bounding boxes to the rendered images. The 2D bounding

box features are fed to our captioning module which uses

the same decoding scheme as in Vinyals et al. [51].
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Captioning Detection C@0.25IoU B-4@0.25IoU M@0.25IoU R@0.25IoU C@0.5IoU B-4@0.5IoU M@0.5IoU R@0.5IoU mAP@0.5IoU

2D-3D Proj. 2D Mask R-CNN 18.29 10.27 16.67 33.63 8.31 2.31 12.54 25.93 10.50

3D-2D Proj. 2D VoteNet 19.73 17.86 19.83 40.68 11.47 8.56 15.73 31.65 31.83

VoteNetRetr [41] 3D VoteNet 15.12 18.09 19.93 38.99 10.18 13.38 17.14 33.22 31.83

Ours 3D VoteNet 56.82 34.18 26.29 55.27 39.08 23.32 21.97 44.78 32.21

Table 1: Comparison of 3D dense captioning results obtained by Scan2Cap and other baseline methods. We average the

scores of the conventional captioning metrics, e.g. CiDEr [50], with the percentage of the predicted bounding boxes whose

IoU with the ground truth are greater than 0.25 and 0.5. Our method outperforms all baselines with a remarkable margin.

Figure 5: Qualitative results from skylines with GT input with inaccurate parts of the generated caption underscored. Cap-

tioning in 3D benefits from the richness of 3D context, while captioning with 2D information fails to capture the details of

the local physical environment. Best viewed in color.

Cap C@0.5IoU B-4@0.5IoU M@0.5IoU R@0.5IoU

OracleRetr2D 2D 20.51 20.17 23.76 50.98

Oracle2Cap2D 2D 58.44 37.05 28.59 61.35

OracleRetr3D 3D 33.03 23.36 25.80 52.99

Oracle2Cap3D 3D 67.95 41.49 29.23 63.66

Table 2: Comparison of 3D dense captioning results ob-

tained by our method and other baseline methods with GT

detections. We average the scores of the conventional cap-

tioning metrics with the percentage of the predicted bound-

ing boxes whose IoU with the ground truth are greater than

0.5. Our method with GT bounding boxes outperforms all

variants with a remarkable margin.

5.1. Quantitative Analysis

We compare our method with the baseline methods on

the official val split of ScanRefer [7]. As there is no di-

rect prior work on this newly proposed task, we divide de-

scription generation into: 1) generating the object bounding

boxes and descriptions in 2D input, and back-projecting the

bounding boxes to 3D using camera parameters; 2) directly

generating object bounding boxes with descriptions in 3D

space. As shown in Tab. 1, describing the detected objects

in 3D results in a big performance boost compared to the

Cap Acc (Category) Acc (Attribute) Acc (Relation)

Oracle2Cap2D 2D 69.00 67.42 37.00

Oracle2Cap3D 3D 85.15 (+16.15) 72.22 (+4.80) 76.24 (+39.24)

Ours 3D 84.16 (+15.16) 64.21 (-3.21) 69.00 (+32.00)

Table 3: Manual analysis of the generated captions obtained

by skyline methods with GT input and ours. We measure

the accuracy of three different aspects (object categories,

appearance attributes and spatial relations) in the generated

captions. Compared to captioning in 2D, captioning directly

in 3D better capture these aspects in descriptions, especially

for describing spatial relations in the local environment.

back-projected 2D approach (39.08% compared to 11.47%

on C@0.5IoU). When using ground truth, descriptions gen-

erated with 3D object bounding boxes (Oracle2Cap3D) ef-

fectively outperform their counterparts that use 2D object

bounding box information (Oracle2Cap2D), as shown in

Tab. 2. The performance gap between our method and Or-

acle2Cap3D indicates that the detection backbone can be

further improved as a potential future work.
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Figure 6: Qualitative results from baseline methods and Scan2Cap with inaccurate parts of the generated caption underscored.

Scan2Cap produces good bounding boxes with descriptions for the target appearance and their relational interactions with

objects nearby. In contrast, the baselines suffers from poor bounding box predictions or limited view and produces less

informative captions. Best viewed in color.

Figure 7: Comparison of object detections of baseline methods and Scan2Cap. 2D-3D Proj. suffers from the detection

performance gap between image and 3D space. Scan2Cap produces better bounding boxes compared to 3D-2D Proj. due to

the end-to-end fine-tuning.

C@0.25IoU B-4@0.25IoU M@0.25IoU R@0.25IoU C@0.5IoU B-4@0.5IoU M@0.5IoU R@0.5IoU mAP@0.5IoU

Ours (fixed VoteNet) 56.20 35.14 26.14 55.71 33.87 20.11 20.48 42.33 31.83

Ours (end-to-end) 56.82 34.18 26.29 55.27 39.08 23.32 21.97 44.78 32.21

Table 4: Ablation study with a fixed pre-trained VoteNet [41] and an end-to-end fine-tuned VoteNet. We compute standard

captioning metrics with respect to the percentage of the predicted bounding box whose IoU with the ground truth are greater

than 0.25 and 0.5. Higher values are better.

5.2. Qualitative Analysis

We see from Fig. 5 that the captions retrieved by Ora-

cleRetr2D hallucinate objects that are not there, while Ora-

cle2Cap2D provides inaccurate captions that fail to capture

correct local context. In contrast, the captions from Ora-

cle2Cap3D are longer and capture relationships with the

surrounding objects, such as “above the white desk” and

“next to the window”. Fig. 6 show the qualitative results of

Oracle2Cap3D, 2D-3D Proj, 3D-2D Proj and our method

(Scan2Cap). Leveraging the end-to-end training, Scan2Cap
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C@0.5IoU B-4@0.5IoU M@0.5IoU R@0.5IoU

VoteNet [41]+GRU [9] 34.31 21.42 20.13 41.33

VoteNet [41]+CAC 36.15 21.58 20.65 41.78

VoteNet [41]+RG+CAC 39.08 23.32 21.97 44.78

Table 5: Ablation study with different components in our

method: VoteNet [41] + GRU [9], which is similar to “show

and tell” [51]; VoteNet + Context-aware Attention Caption-

ing (CAC); VoteNet + Relational Graph (RG) + Context-

aware Attention Captioning (CAC), namely Scan2Cap. We

compute standard captioning metrics with respect to the

percentage of the predicted bounding boxes whose IoU with

the ground truth are greater than 0.5. The higher the better.

Clearly, our method with attention mechanism and graph

module is shown to be effective.

is able to predict better object bounding boxes compared

to the baseline methods (see Fig. 6 top row). Aside from

the improved quality of object bounding boxes, descriptions

generated by our method are richer when describing the re-

lations between objects (see second row of Fig. 6).

Provided with the ground truth object information, Or-

acle2Cap3D can include even more details in the descrip-

tions. However, there are mistakes with the local surround-

ings (see the sample in the right column in Fig. 6), indicat-

ing there is still room for improvement. In contrast, image-

based 2D-3D Proj. suffers from limitations of the 2D input

and fails to produce good bounding boxes with detailed de-

scriptions. Compared to our method, 3D-2D Proj. fails to

predict good bounding boxes because of the lack of a fine-

tuned detection backbone, as shown in Fig. 7.

5.3. Analysis and Ablations

Is it better to caption in 3D or 2D? One question we

want to study is whether it is better to caption in 3D or

2D. Therefore, we conduct a manual analysis on 100 ran-

domly selected descriptions generated by Oracle2Cap2D,

Oracle2Cap3D and our method. In this analysis, we manu-

ally check if those descriptions correctly capture three im-

portant aspects for indoor objects: object categories, ap-

pearance attributes and spatial relations. As demonstrated in

Tab. 3, directly captioning objects in 3D captures those as-

pects more accurately when comparing Oracle2Cap3D with

Oracle2Cap2D, especially for describing the spatial rela-

tions. However, the accuracy drop on object attributes from

Oracle2Cap2D to our method (-3.21%) shows the detection

backbone can still be improved.

Does context-aware attention captioning help? We

compare our model with the basic description generation

component (GRU) introduced in Vinyals et al. [51] and our

model with the context-aware attention captioning (CAC) as

discussed in Sec. 4.4. The model equipped with the context-

aware captioning module outperforms its counterpart with-

out attention mechanism on all metrics (see the first row vs.

the second row in Tab. 5).

Does the relational graph help? We evaluate the perfor-

mance of our method against our model without the pro-

posed relational graph (RG) and/or the context-aware at-

tention captioning (CAC). As shown in Tab. 5, our model

equipped with the context enhancement module (third row)

outperforms all other ablations.

Does end-to-end training help? We show in Tab. 4 the

effectiveness of fine-tuning the pretrained VoteNet end-to-

end with the description generation objective. We observe

that end-to-end training of the network allows for gradient

updates from our relative orientation loss and description

generation loss that compensate for detection errors. While

the fine-tuned VoteNet detection backbone delivers simi-

lar detection results, its performance on describing objects

outperforms its fixed ablation by a big margin on all more

demanding metrics (see columns for metrics m@0.5IoU in

Tab. 4).

6. Conclusion

In this work, we introduce the task of dense description

generation in RGB-D scans. We propose an end-to-end

trained architecture to localize the 3D objects in the input

point cloud and generate descriptions for them in natural

language. Thus, we address the 3D localization and de-

scription generation problems at the same time. We apply

an attention-based captioning pipeline equipped with a mes-

sage passing network to generate descriptive tokens while

referring to related components in the local context. Our

architecture effectively localizes and describes 3D objects,

outperforming 2D-based dense captioning methods on the

3D dense description generation task by a large margin.

Nevertheless, our method struggles to capture complex re-

lations like ordinal counting. For instance, our method only

predicts “the round chair next to another wooden chair”,

while the ground truth “the third round chair from the wall”

reveals more fine-grained spatial relations, indicating pos-

sibilities for improvement. Overall, we hope that our work

will enable future research in 3D vision and language.
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